
The KJV teaches the Trinity

Yes, there is no word “trinity” found anywhere in the Bible. Instead the
word, “Godhead” is used in the King James Version and a few other versions.
It’s interesting that the word “Godhead” appears 3 times in the KJV!
Significant, don’t you think?

Acts 17:29 Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to
think that the Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art
and man’s device.

Romans 1:20 For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his
eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse:

Colossians 2:9 For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.

Godhead is not found in most modern translations. Other words are substituted
for Godhead. Examples.

“divine being” – New International Version
“Deity” – Revised Standard Version
“the deity” – New Revised Standard Version
“his nature” – Good News Translation
“divine being” – English Standard Standard Translation
“Divine Nature” – New King James Version
“Divine Nature” – New American Standard Bible

Of the 7 examples, the translators of 4 of them didn’t even want to
capitalize the words referring to Godhead.

“Divine Nature” of the NKJV and the NASB is not the same meaning as Godhead!
It’s a meaning change. The NKJV people went further than their mission
statement. They were supposed to only use modern words to replace archaic
ones in the KJV. They weren’t supposed to change the meaning.

Most of these translations also omit “the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Ghost” in 1 John chapter 5.
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1 John 5:7 For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the
Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are one.

Instead, Why? Because the translators did not believe that Jesus was God!

Notice the article “the” precedes Father, Word and Holy Ghost? This is to
denote they are unique!

the
/T͟Hē/
Adjective

Used to refer to a person, place, or thing that is unique: “the Queen”; “the
Mona Lisa”; “the Nile”.

Jesus was THE Christ, not “a christ”. He was The anointed one. Anybody else
to claims to be Christ is a liar. There was only ONE CHRIST, and that was
Jesus!

This post was inspired by listening to a talk from Pastor Mike Hoggard of
http://watchmanvideobroadcast.com/

Fixing LDXE Shutdown Menu after
Upgrading from Fedora 17 to 18

Following instructions from
https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Upgrading_Fedora_using_yum

I used yum to update from Fedora 17 to 18

su -c ‘yum update yum’
su -c ‘yum clean all’
su -c ‘yum –releasever=18 –disableplugin=presto distro-sync’
su -c ‘rpm –rebuilddb’

But afterward my LDXE Desktop was slower to start and displayed an error
message:

Error initializing authority: Error calling StartServiceByName for
org.freedesktop.PolicyKit1:
GDBus.Error:org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.TimedOut:

Moreover, the shutdown menu showed only Logout and Cancel. It was missing the
first 4 menu items including Shutdown and Reboot.
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I fixed it by re-installing Policy kit…

# yum reinstall polkit\* upower
# reboot

…thanks to advice from
http://www.mail-archive.com/test@lists.fedoraproject.org/msg20483.html

This may not be an LDXE problem, but a Fedora upgrade via Yum problem.

I just learned now it is indeed a bug when using Yum to update from Fedora 17
to 18. Ref:
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?format=multiple&id=841451

Why I stopped listening to Alex Jones

I’m very concerned about the attitudes and mindsets of some of my friends who
regularly listen to radio talk show host Alex Jones. I used to like Alex
Jones, and once greatly admired his courage for crashing the Bohemian Grove
during one of its annual get-togethers of the elite. I thought he was great
for filming the “Cremation of Care” ceremony. Now I think it all have may
been a set-up. He could have been justifiably shot for trespassing at any
time! Why was he not afraid of that? I believe he had promises beforehand
that he wouldn’t be attacked. I never heard of any litigation brought against
him for it. Was there any? Well, that’s my little “conspiracy theory” if you
will, but the following is not theory; it’s history and verifiable facts:

Alex Jones falsely proclaimed to the world that Y2K
was destroying a town:

Twenty to 40,000 civilians trapped in the city … tanks are being
blown to bits, massive broad unguided rocket attacks are being
launched massively from the city indiscriminately right now, air
and artillery bombardments as well. It is absolutely out of
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control. It is pandemic ladies and gentlemen. …” — Quoted from
Jones’ radio broadcast.

The American patriot and one of my heroes, William Cooper, didn’t like Alex
Jones and exposed his Y2K fear mongering tactics on one of his shortwave
radio broadcasts. I believe William Cooper was a sincere truth teller who
paid the price for his faithful broadcasting of truth with martyrdom. How
many times has Alex Jones been persecuted and beat up to the point of being
hospitalized? William Cooper was.

Bill Cooper Says Alex Jones Is a NWO Shill

Alex Jones exposes himself as a shill
The Youtube clip below shows Alex Jones rudely disrupting a peaceful rally
led by an American patriot proclaiming the same message Jones himself claims
to hold!

“The alter ego of Alex Jones got the better of him today in Austin.
Two minutes into an organized rally at the steps of the Austin
Police Department, Alex shows up and immediately starts bullhorning
over the speech of local patriot, John Bush.” (From
http://wideeyecinema.com/?p=7334 )

Alex Jones betrayed a Christian patriot family in
Texas
Please see http://www.christianmediaresearch.com/jones.html for details.

Some of my friends who listen to Alex Jones, and who knew political reality
from decades ago, seem to actually believe that Ron Paul, if elected U.S.
President, could turn around the negative foreign and domestic policies
America has had since close to the beginning of the 20th century and improve
the well being of the American people. With all the true information they had
30 years ago, I do think they should know better! No one man can turn around
that country, not even with the help of all his friends. The enemy has
infiltrated far too deeply. If Paul even came close to winning in a
presidential campaign, I would smell a rat. Paul would need massive support
of the Mass Media and Elite to be a viable contender for the presidency. And
if he won, would he actually fulfill his present vision for the country? If
he tried, he would suffer the same fate as JFK did in no time.

An excellent resource I found is Who is Alex Jones?

One of the comments on that page says:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7r8rFNDh9WQ
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AJ’s duty is to serve his masters by conducting occult magick, in
order to create the illusion of truth. By what seems to be endless
amounts of bones to uncover, the people have been thrust into a
frenzied mentality of let’s see what AJ has for us tonight. As if
they are dope feigns looking for their next hit and at the end of
the day, what difference has it really meant in the grand scheme of
things. They often end right back at ground zero, only to repeat
the routine over and over like a rat running on a treadmill.

Alex Jones talks about Al-queda as a creation of the CIA as if it is an
actual network of terrorists. It is not. Al-qaeda is a creation of the CIA,
but created only as a fantasy only in the minds of the public! Al-queda
doesn’t exist!

The best way to control the opposition is to lead it ourselves.–Lenin

I think Mr. Jone$ may have ulterior intere$t$. I suppose there is a lot of
ca$h to be got by $preading di$information.

Am I a pessimist in my overall worldview? I am very optimistic of the future,
but only when the King returns.

More information about who Alex Jones really is:
www.truthin7minutes.com/alex-jones-is-patriot-truth-leader-mr-jones-a-fake

January 22, 2013 update:

Alex Jones

People like Alex Jones and Ron Paul, while claiming to offer an alternative
to American corruption, are strangely silent when it comes to the agency that
is historically most culpable. While ostensibly defending our Constitution;
they say nothing of the organization that has opposed it the longest. “None
of these self-styled ‘freedom fighting’ conspiracy theorists expose the real
power behind all the conspiracies at work,” writes Seventh-day Adventist
layworker, Roland Temple.

“Alex Jones is hiding the biggest part of the NWO. He’s hiding all this and
it’s not by accident,” says (non-Adventist) Christian activist, Thomas
Richards. “A lot of the things he covers have a direct connection with The
Vatican, but he never mentions it.” That’s suspicious, say some, because the
Commander of InfoWars.com seems very well informed about everything else
that’s going on behind the scenes, almost as if he’s got a back-stage pass.
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Helping friends migrate from Windows
to Linux

Linux for Beginners
Why I switched from Windows to Linux
Linux compared to Windows
Is Linux for you?
Can Linux get infected by viruses?
Things I like about Linux
Command line work in Linux

On January 5th and the 16th, I transformed 2 messed up Windows XP PCs into
fast and stable Linux machines. On the first one, I installed Fedora 16, and
the second, the latest Linus Mint 14 “Nadia.” In both cases I backed up the
friend’s documents to another media, installed Linux, and restored all the
documents and Desktop files to the newly created home user partition.

My Fedora 18 KDE desktop screen with cool widgets: An analog clock , a
weather widget, slideshow of photos in my Pictures album, world time display,
and a calculator.

A local friend’s Windows XP PC became unstable to the point it would not boot
up anymore. The Windows XP Logo would appear but a few seconds later the boot
process halted with a black screen. Is the problem system file corruption? Of
is is hardware failure?

To test for hardware failure, I took a Fedora Linux Live CD, put it in the CD
Rom drive, and booted up my friend’s machine with it. It booted fine. I
showed my friend there was nothing wrong with the hardware of his PC. Mozilla
Firefox worked well. He was able to log into his Facebook account and browse
through it without the PC hanging up as it did before. We saw that the Linux
file manager was able to read all his documents on the Windows NTFS
partition.

I told him, “You have two choices: You can buy a new PC with Windows and I’ll
restore your documents to it. Or you can let me install Linux on your PC and
I’ll teach you how to use it to view and edit your documents. As you already
see, you have no problem in accessing the Internet in Linux. Mozilla Firefox
in Linux looks and works just the same as it does in Windows. There may be
some of your favorite Windows applications we can run using Wine, and I can
show you good and easy to use Linux applications to replace those Windows
applications that do not run well well in Wine.”

My friend was desperate to use his PC again because he wanted to use it to
print out his New Year cards. “Let’s go for installing Linux for now,” he
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replied, “If I can’t use it to do all I need to do, I’ll buy a new PC.”

To make a long story short, he is happy with his new Linux system. He can do
all he did in Windows, even make business cards using Glabels. He can use the
Internet without fear of getting zapped by viruses or accidentally installing
malware. His PC is now faster without the need of an antivirus program to
slow it down, and he has the option to choose from 30,000 plus applications,
including educational teaching aids.

The same is true with the second friend who lives in Kyushu — too far for me
to visit at this time. He sent me his broken Window XP PC with all the CDs
that came with it including the Windows XP installation CD. But because his
son scratched off the Windows Product Key label from the side of the PC case,
I could not do a repair of his Windows XP installation. I told him that a
reformat of his hard disk and installing Linux in it was the only way to fix
it.

It worked! He’s happy with his new Linux Mint 14 system and can do everything
he did before so far except using Itunes. Over the phone and sending him
files via email, we were able to even install his Canon printer driver! It’s
a first for me to help a person convert over to using Linux without my
physical presence with the person.

Year 2012 Hitchhike Distance Chart

The chart shows the distance travelled by hitch hiking in Japan from 2005 to
2012.

The final trip of the year was to Tokyo on December 26, an unusually cold day
with icy streets. It took twice as long as normal to get to the Sakae Parking
area on the Hokuriku Expressway, and 3 hours to catch the next ride! I was
about to quit when an elementary school teacher from Murakami city came and
rescued me.
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As you can see, year 2012, was slightly lower than 2010. The distances are in
kilometers.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
18537 11150 7487 12185 19530 15795 17558 15710


